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YOU’LL 
BE IN 
SAFE
HANDS
The ulitmate in fit, feel and crash 

protection, here are 10 of the best 

pairs of race gloves for under £130 

Alpinestars SP-2
Leather sports gloves with 

carbon-fibre knuckle guards and 

sliders on the cuffs and palm impact 

pads. The ring and pinkie fingers 

are bridged and there are twin Velcro 

closures at the wrist and cuff, as well 

as elastication for extra 

security. The gloves 

also have Alpinestars’ 

Intellifinger that allows 

use of a touchscreen 

phone or satnav while 

wearing them.

Sizes S-XXXL Colours 

Black, black/white, black/

white/fluro, white/red/

black

More info www.

alpinestars.com

Rev’It Stellar
Neatly crafted 

goatskin gloves with 

sculpted hard knuckle 

protection and anti-

friction sections on 

the outside of the 

palm and little finger. 

The elasticated cuff 

closure is backed up by 

twin Velcro closures 

and there’s an aramidic 

lining running over the 

inner surface to increase 

abrasion resistance.

Sizes S-XXXL

Colours Black/red, 

black/white, white/red, 

white/green

More info www.revit.eu

Weise Vortex
The spec of these gloves 

is high for the price, with 

kangaroo leather on the 

palms, full-grain leather on 

the backs of the 

hands and Knox 

SPS scaphoid 

sliders to beef up 

the protection. The 

backs of the hands are 

cantilevered for comfort 

and there’s a triple 

Velcro cuff closure for 

reassuring fit.

Sizes S-XXXL

Colours Black, red, 

white, blue.

Contact www.

thekeycollection.co.uk

£94.99 £129.99£89.99

£89.99

Held Sensato
Held are the masters of constructing excellent quality, well 

thought out gloves, and these Sensatos have a high spec 

without busting the £100 price barrier. They have a kangaroo 

hide palm with padding at the heel, hard knuckle guards, twin 

Velcro closures and even a visor wipe on the left forefinger, 

despite not being designed for use in the rain.

Sizes XS-XL Colours Black, black/red, black/orange, black/

blue, black/white, black/green

More info www.held-uk.co.uk

OUR KIT
MCN staff test 

biking products ’til 
they break - 
see page 55


